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Introduction:  We fit phase functions to photomet-
ric data for about half a million asteroids contained in 
the Lowell Observatory database [1]. We focus on the 
H, G12  phase function [2] which is best suited for our 
(noisy) data. We obtain absolute magnitude and slope 
parameter(s) for each of the fitted objects. The absolute  
magnitude for an asteroid is defined as the apparent V-
band magnitude that the object would have if it were 1-
AU from both the Sun and the observer and at zero sol-
ar phase angle (Sun-Target-Observer angle). The abso-
lute magnitude relates directly to asteroid size and is 
required  in  computing  the  geometric  and  Bond  al-
bedos. 

The steepness of a phase curve relates to the physical 
properties of an asteroid's surface, such as for example 
composition, porosity, packing density, roughness, and 
grain size distribution. 
For selected asteroids with known sizes, we compute 
geometric  albedos.  We  further  explore  correlations 
between the photometric phase curve parameters and 
surface properties [3]. We analyze the distributions of 
photometric parameters in asteroid families and differ-
ent dynamical groups. In Fig. 1 we present the distribu-
tion of proper semi-major axis vs. proper eccentricity 
for  asteroids  in  the  Nysa-Polana  family  color  coded 
with SDSS  a* (defined as  a*=0.89(g-r) + 0.45(r-i) -  
0.57 where g, r, i and z are magnitudes in the SDSS fil-
ters) on the left and with the photometric parameter G12 

from the  H,G12 phase  function on the right. The two 
regions of distinct a* and G12 seem to stand out indic-
ating that  the family could be divided into two sub-
groups.

In Fig.  2,  we present distribution of  proper elements 
(proper semi-major axis - a, proper eccentricity – e and 
sine of proper inclination -  sin i) of  asteroids in the 
main belt. Asteroid families seem to stand out and tend 
to have similar G12 values.
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Figure 2: Distribution of asteroid proper orbital ele-
ments color-coded with the photometric parameter  
G12.

Figure 1: Distribution of proper orbital elements of  
asteroids in the Nysa-Polana family color-coded with  
SDSS a* (left) and the photometric parameter G12  

(right). 
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